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INTRODUCTION

Monte Carlo simulation of statistical systems is a well estab-

lished technique of the condensed matter physicist. In the last

few years, particle theorists have rediscovered this method and are

having a aarvelous time applying it to quantized gauge field

theories. The main result has been strong numerical evidence chat

the standard SU(3) non-Abelian gauge theory of the strong inter-

action Is capable of simultaneously confinging quarks into the

physical hadrons and exhibiting asymptotic freedom, the phenomenon

of quark interactions being small at short distances.

In four dimension!, confinement is a non-perturbative phenome-

non. Essentially all models of confinement tie widely separated

quarks together with "strings" of gauge field flux. This gives

rise to a linear potential at long distances

E(r) % Kr (1.1)
r-»«

where r is the quark-antiquark separation and the constant EC is
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referred to as che string tension. As K is physical, it nust

satisfy the renormalization group equation. This implies the fora

K ^ -=• exp / 5 ) (g") (1 + o(g ")) (1.2)
a ' I .. _-/.\ I O O

where gQ is the bare coupling when an ultraviolet cutoff of length

a is introduced, and the parameters y and Y, are the first tarns

in a perturbative expansion of the Gell-Mann Low function

a h So • Y<«o> ' V o + Ylgo + O(sl> fl-3)
The important observation is that eq. (2) precludes any perturbative

expansion of K in terms of g .

A non-perturbative treatment requires a non-perturbative regula-

tor to control the ultraviolet divergences so rampant in field

theory. Wilson's elegant lattice formulation provides this needed

cutoff." Once formulated on a lattice, the gauge theory becomes

a statistical mechanics problem in which temperature corresponds to

the square of the field theoretical coupling constant. It is this

analogy which permits us to borrow Monte Carlo technology from the

solid state physicist.

A Monte Carlo program generates a sequence of field configur-

ation by a series of random changes of the fields. The

algorithm is so constructed that ultimately the probability density

for finding any given configuration is proportional to the Boltzmann

weighting. We bring our lattice* into "thermal equilibrium" with a

heat bath at a temperature specified by the coupling constant. Thus

we do computer "experiments" with four-dimensional "crystals" stored

in a computer memory. As the entire field configuration is stored,

w« have access to any correlation function desired.

In the remainder of these lectures X will describe the kinds of

experiments w« have been doing and the implications of these results

for strong interaction physics.



THE MODEL

We work with Wilson's formulation of a gauge field on a lattice."

A link variable U.., which is an element of Che gauge group, is

associated with every nearest neighbor pair of sites i and j on a

four-dimensional hypercubic lattice. The reversed link is associated

with the inverse element

Htj - (U.,)"1 (2.1)

The path integral

-3s(U)
(2.2)

defines the quantum theory. Here we integrate over ail independent

link variables with the invariant group measure. The action S is a

sum over all elementary squares or "plaquettes" in the lattice

S(U) - I S (2.3)
0

where for SU(N) we normalize

and for U(l)

So - 1 - RedJ^U^) (2.5)

Here i, j, k, and 1 label the sites circulating about the squareO.

In a classical continuum limit we identify

UJJ - e^o"^ (2.6)

where a is the lattice spacing, and A^ is the gauge potential in

che direction u which points from i to j• The potential is regarded

as an element of the Lie algebra for the gauge group. In a naive

continuum limit for SU(N) the action reduces to an integral over

space-time of the conventional Yang-Mills Legrangian

S - ^ f i F 2 F2 d4
X (2.7)

2N / 4 uv >i\)



We refer to this limit as "naive" because for the full quantum

theory the bare coupling constant must be renormalized.

Equa .ion 2.2)is the partition function for a statistical system

at temperature T * 1/8 * g /2N. The most intuitive Monte Carlo al-

gorithm consists of successively touching a heat bath at this temper-

ature to each link of the lattice. By this I mean to take each U

in turn and replace it with a new group element U!., selected

randomly from the entire group manifold but with a weighting propor-

tional to the Boltzmann factor

dP(U') •>- exp [-8S(U':3 dUf (2.8)

where S(U') is the action evaluated with the given link having the

value U' and all other links fixed at their current values. One

Monte Carlo iteration refers to the application of this procedure

to each link in the entire lattice.
A

I have used precisely this algorithm for the SU(2) theory and

smaller groups. For larger groups I have found it computationally

simpler to use less intuitive but standard algorithms from statistical

mechanics. These are discussed in the next section and can be

competitive with or better than the heat bath algorithm for groups

with sufficiently complicated manifolds.

MONTE CARLO ALGORITHMS

The goal of a Monte Carlo program is to generate a sequence

of field configurations in a stochastic manner so that the ultimate

probability density of encountering any given configuration C is

proportional to the Boltzmann weighting

p(c) * «" B S ( c ) (3.1)

where S(c) is the action of the given configuration. We thus use

the computer aa a "heat bath" at inverse temperature 3. Each state

in zh* Mont* Carlo sequence is obtained in a Marko/ian process from

the previous configuration. Thus we have a probability distribution

P(c',c) of taking any configuration c into configuration c'. The



choice of P(c',c) is by no means unique. Most algorithms in prac-

tice change one statistical variable at a time in a manner satisfying

a condition of detailed balance

P(c\c)e~ 6 S ( c ) - P(c,cf)e"6S(cl:> (3.2)

Indeed, this condition plus an eventual access to any configuration

will ultimately give the Boltzman distribution of eq. (3.1).

I will now show that an algorithm satisfying eq. (3.2) brings

an ensemble of configurations closer to equilibrium, to do this,

I need a definition of "distance" between ensembles. Suppose we

have two ensembles E asd E', each of many configurations. Suppose

also that the probability density of configuration c in £ or E' is

p(c) or p'(c), respectively. Then I define the distance between E

and E' as

llE-E'll » ||p(O - p*(c)| (3.3)

where I sum over all possible configurations. Now suppose that E'

is obtained from E by the Monte Carlo algorithm defined by a P(c',c)

satisfying eq. (3.2). This means that

p'(c) - g, P(c,c')p(c') ' (3.4)

A3 P(c',c) is a probability, it satisfies

P(e',e)>0 (3.5)

§, P(c\c) - 1 (3.6)

Note that if we sum eq. (3.2) over c' and use eq. (3.6), we obtain

e- S S ( c ) - Z, P(C,c-) e-
flS(c'> . (3.7)

This oeaas that the equilibrium ensemble E , defined by eq. (3.1),

is an eigenvector of the algorithm. Using this, we can now compare

the distance of E' from E to the distance of E from equilibrium

l|Ef-E-q|| -Jig, P(cc') (p(c') -P. q(c')|

<.gfC, P(c.c') |p(O-p€q(c')| (3.8)

I



This is just the result I set out to prove; the algorithm reduces the

distance of an ensemble from equilibrium.

The detailed balance condition of eq. (3.2), which is sufficient

but not necessary to approach equilibrium, still does not uniquely

determine P(c',c). The intuitive heat bath algorithm was discussed

in the last section. In its turn, each link variable U is replaced

with a new group element U' selected randomly from the gauge group

with a weighting given by the Soltzmann factor

P(U') * «-eS<U'> (3.9)

Here the action is calculated with all other links fixed, at their

current values. A detailed discussion on how to implement this

technique for SU(2) is given in ref. (4).

For complicated group manifolds, the heat bath generation of new

elements may be too tedious to carry out efficiently, either for

computational or human reasons. Several less intuitive algorithms

based on the detailed balance condition have shown their value

through their simplicity. A popular procedure begins with the

selection of a trial II' a s a tentative replacement for U. This test
»

variable is selected with a distribution P_(U,U') depending on U and

symmetric in U and U'
PT(U,O') - P T(U\U) (3.10)

Beyond this constraint, P is arbitrary and can be selected empirically

to optimize convergence. Once U' is selected, the new action S(U') is

calculated. If the action is lowered by the change U-KJ', then this

change is accepted. The detailed balance condition then determines

the remainder of the algorithm; if the action is raised, the change

is accepted with conditional probability exp{-S(S(U')-S(U))}.

To implement eq. (3.10) in practice, I usually obtain U' by

multiplying U with a. random group element from a table, where this

table is itself of random elements with a convenient weighting

towards the identity. The table contains the inverse of each of

its elements. I revise this table frequently and adjust its-

distribution as a function of the temperature to improve convergence.



In a gauge theory, the interaction is rather complicated and

involves considerable arithmetic to evaluate. Therefore it can be

extremely beneficial to do as good a job as possible in selecting

the stochastic changes. In terms of computer time to reach equili-

brium, it is usually of value to test several trial group elements

before proceeding to the next link. In this way I typically use on

the order of 10 to 20 tries.

SOME "EXPERIMENTS"

I will now display the results of some simple experiments.

Figure 1 shows several Monte Carlo runs with the gauge group SU(2)

at the particular coupling
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Fig. 1 The average plaquette for SIT(2) gauge theory at S « 2.3
as a function of number of Monte Carlo iterations.



This value was selected as representative of the slowest convergence
4 4

in this model. Runs are shown on lattices of 4 to 10 sites. I

have plotted the "average plaquette" which is just the expectation

value of S defined in eq. (2.4). This is shown as a function of the

number of Monte Carlo iterations. For each size lattice, two differ-

ent initial configurations were studied, one totally ordered with each

U.. set to the identity and one with each b* selected randomly from

the group. Thus we approach equilibrium from opposite extremes, zero

and infinite temperature. Note that for all lattice sizes convergence

is essentially complete after only 20-30 iterations. Thermal fluc-

tuations are apparent on the smallest systems but are relatively small

on the 104 site crystal.

The situation can be much worse if a phase transition is nearby.

In Fig. 2 I show the convergence of the CJ(1) lattice theory on a 6

lattice near the known critical temperature for this model. In

addition to the slow convergence compared to SU(2), note the large

critical fluctuations. Thus we conclude that convergence is rapid

away from a phase transition and slow near one.

In Fig. 3 I show a different type of experiment. Here I have

performed rapid thermal cycles on the SU(2) theory in 4 and 5 space-

time dimensions and the SO(2) - U(l) theory in four dimensions.

Each point was obtained by running on the order of 20 iterations

from an either hotter or cooler state. Phase transitions are to be

suspected in regions where the heating and cooling points do not

agree. Such "hysteresis" phenomena are clear for the S dimensional

SU(2) and the four dimensional U(l) models. More detailed analysis

has indicated that the U(l) transition is second order and the 5

dimensional SU(2) transition is first order. Note that the 4

dimensional SU(2) model is in sharp contrast to the others. The

lack of any dear hysteresis shows the critical nature of four

dimensions.
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Fig. 2 The convergence of U(l) lattice gauge theory at 6 - 1.0.

THE S'.rRING TENSION

As mentioned earlier, because the entire lattice is accessible,

any desired correlation function can be obtained. As we are

interested in the interquark potential, I can insert sources with

quark quantum numbers into the lattice and measure the response.

In particular, I wish to extract the coefficient K of the hypo-

thetical long distance linear potential of eq. (1.1). Measuring

distances in units of the lattice spacing, one actually measures

the dimentionles* combination a2K as a function of the bare

coupling. If the linear potential survives a continuum limit, the

weak coupling dependence of a2K follows from eq. (1.2). Verifi-

cation of that behavior is essential to understanding confinement.

The extraction of K is made using Wilson loops. For a closed

contour C of links, the Wilson loop is defined
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Fig. 3 Thermal cycles on several models.

W(C) | Tr (II

c
(5.1)

Here P.O. represents "path ordering"; that is, the U.. are ordered

and oriented as they are encountered in circulating around the

contour. If, for large separations, the interaction energy of two

static sources in the fundamental representation of the gauge

group increases linearly with distance, then, for large contours,

one expects

In W(C) - -K A(C) * 0 (p(C)) (5.2)

where A(C) is ths minimal area enclosed by C and p(C) is the

perimeter of C. The constant K is precisely the desired string

tension.
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Thus motivated, I measured the expectation values of rectangular

loops W(I,J) when I and J are the dimensions of the loop in lattice
Q

units. From these loops I construct the quantities

yfi j} , in fW(I,J)W(I-l,J-l). ,
X(IJ) - *n (—^-—^-jy). (5.3)

In this combination overall constant factors and perimeter behav-

ior cancel out. Whenever the loops are dominated by an area law,

X(I,J) directly measures the string tension

X + a2K (5.4)

This happens when I and J are large and also when the bare coupling

is large. However, in the weak coupling limit with I and J held

fixed, X should have a perturbation expansion

X(1,J) - Cjg2 + O(gJ) (5.5)

For example,

f i o
SU(2)

(5.6)

SU(3)

This power behavior is radically different from the essential

singularity expected for the right hand side of eq. (5.4)

* 7 ? < V o > exp(l / ( rg 27

7 ? < V o > exp(-l/(rogo
2) (5.7)

This defines the asymptotic freedom scale A and is just a rewriting

of eq. (1.2). In summary, for strong coupling we expect all x(I,J)
2

to equal the coefficient of the area law but, as g is reduced,

small I and J should give a x deviating from the desired value.

Thus the envelope of curves of x(I,J) plotted versus the coupling

should give the true value of a K.
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Fig. 4 The quantities x(t,I) for SU(2) gauge theory as a
function of g "2.

In Fig. 4 I plot x(I,t) for I » 1-4 versus l/gQ for the

gauge group SU{2). At strong coupling the large loops have large

relative errors but are consistent with X approaching the values

from smaller loops. On this graph I also plot the strong coupling

limit for all Y

(5.8)2n(g(j
2) + O(go"

4>

The weak coupling behavior of eq. (4.7) is shown as a band corres-

ponding to

A - (1.3 + .2) x 10-2 (SU(2)) (5.9)

Figure 5 shows the sane analysis for SU(3). Here the strong coupling

limit is
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Xd.J)

and the band for A is

A

0(g

-3(5.0 +1.5) x 10 /K (SU(3)

(5.10)

(5.11)

At first sight the snail numbers in eqs. (A. 9) and (4.11) -..'ere

rather surprising, as the pure gauge theories have no small dimension-

less parameters. However, the value of Ao is strongly dependent on

renormalization scheme. Hasenfratz and Hasenfratz have done a

perturbative calculation relating this A to the more conventional
MOM
A* defined by the three-point vertex momentum subtracted in

Feynman gauge. They find

.MOM

57.5 AQ SU(2)

33.5 \ SU(3)

j
0.01 >•O 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

Fig. 5 The quantities xd,J) for the SU(3) theory.

(5.12)

(5.13)
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These factors largely compensate for che small numbers for

Ao. If we accept the string model correction between K and the

Regge slope a'

K • l/(2»a') (5.(4)

and use a' • 1.0 (GeV)"", then we conclude iior 3U(3)

AM0M ,, 1?o + 5Q MeV (5.15)

Phenomenological interpretation of this value requires an understanding

of the neglected effects of virtual quark loops.

THE CONTINUUM LIMIT AND THE RENORMALIZATION GROUP

One of the marvelous features of Monte Carlo simulation is that

the entire lattice is stored in the computer memory and therefore one

can in principle measure any desired function of the fields. Indeed,

Che most difficult part of this technique is deciding just what to

aeasure. Of course, we are ultimately interested in caking the

continuum limit of our lattice theory. Renoraalizatiou group

techniques tell us how co adjust the coupling constant for this

limit. Non-Abelian gauge theories are asymptotically free, which

for our purposes means that the bare charge must be taken Co zero.

This should be done in such a manner chat physical nbservables

remain finite. In this section I will review che renormali ation

group prediction, and then present some Monte Carlo measurements

verifying asymptotic freedom.

In a conventional perturbative treatment, one defines a re-

normalizcd coupling gR in term* of a physical observable at a scale

of mass u. The precise definition is merely a convention, but to

lowest order it should agree with the bare charge

gR(80,U,a) - gfl + 0<g(J
3) (6.1)

where a is the lattice spacing or cutoff scale. The variation of

gR with Che scale of definition gives rise >.o the Gell-Mann Low

function
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Y (8R } " "U fc 8R <V w' a ) (6'2>
| If the continuum limit is physically sensible, then Y($SR) should

remain a finite function as a is taken to zero. For SU(M) a pertur-

bative evaluation of Y(g-j) gives

Y(gR) - Y O S R
3 + Y ^ 5 + 0(go

7) (6.3)

where y and y. are independent of renormalization scheme and have
12

the values
yo " T (N/16 *2) {6A)

y, ' y- (N/16 ir2)2 (6.5)

Remarkably, if a perturbacive analysis is ever valid, then

eq. (6.3) tells us how g must be varied as a function of a for a

continuum limit. In this limit, the renormalized gR should not

vary; thus, we conclude

d , , 3gR ^ ?gR Ho (6.6)
0 - a 8 < 8 u a ) * *jr + j^*jr

Simple dimensional analysis tells us

a3r-»ir"Y(«R) (6-7)

Combining the previous equations gives
38 7

> ( 6 8 >

A little algebra shows that the 0(g ) corrections cancel in this

equation. Indeed, dropping the corrections in eq. (6.8) givts rise

to a definition of an alternative G«ll-Mann Low function.

If gQ(a) is ever small enough that 0(3.) terms can be neglected

in eq. (6.8), thtn we can integrate to obtain

go
2(a) - (Yoin(l/(Ao

2a2)) + (Y1/Yo)in(in(l/(Ao
2a2)))

(6.9)

Here AQ is an integration constant which determines the scale of a

logarithmic decrease of g as the lattice spacing is reduced.

We would like to check this logarithmic decrease with our

Monte Carlo simulation. In particular, if we measure some general
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physical observable ? as a function of gQ, a, and the scale r • u~ ,

P - P(r,a,go(u)) (6.10)

chen P should not change as we vary a and g in the way indicated in

eq. 6.9. Thus, for a factor of two change in cutoff we expect

P(r,|,go(|)) - P(r,a,go(a)) + 0(a
2) (6.11)

In general, there are two classes of dimensional parameters which

set the scale for the finite cutoff corrections in this equation.

First is the scale r used Co define P. As our lattices in practice

are rather small, these corrections must be optimistically ignored.

Second, there are the dimensional parameters characterizing the

continuum theory. Regardless of the value of r, we expect corrections
9 2

of order a~m where m is a typical hadronic mass. One should not

trust the lattice theory phenomenologically when the lattice spacing

is larger than a proton.

Assuming P is dimensionless, we can scale a factor of two from

both r and a to obtain
P(2r,a,go(|)) - P(r,a,gQ(a)) (6.12)

Thus a measurement at two different physical scales relates the bare

coupling at two values of cutoff.

The most studied "order parameter" in lattice gauge theory is

the Wilson loop. We would like to use the loops to define a

physical observable. Unfortunately, the bare loop at finite fixed

size cannot be used because of ultraviolet divergences. These are

of a rather trivial nature, arising from the infinitely thin contour.

They represent the self energy of pointlike sources circumnavigating

the loop. To proceed, we assume that removing divergences propor-

tional to the loop perimeter and divergences from sharp corners,

inevitable in our lattice formulation, as well as appropriately

renormalizing the bare charge, will leave the finite physical part

of the Wilson loop. This immediately implies that ratios of loops

with the same perimeter and number of corners remain finite in the

continuum limit. Thus motivated, we define the two functions of

bare coupling
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. »(2,2) ,, T, ( 6 < u

and

G(g ) - i -
 W(4>4) w(2;2) (6-14)

° (W(2,4))2

Here V(I,J) is a rectangular Wilson loop of dimensions I by J in

lattice units.

In eq. (6.13) we have effectively taken r - 2a in the more

general ratio

( I ° W("P(r,a,go)

For small g this can be expanded perturbatively

P(r,a,go) - P lg o
2 + 0(go

4) + 0 ( ^ gQ
2) (6.16)

where for SU(2)

p. - -—=• [8 arctan 2 + 2 arctan \ - 2ir - 4 ln&,~ (6.17)

1 16* " 4

• 0.049559841

Conversely, in the strong coupling limit
*<«„> " 1 " i T + 0(So"

6> (6.13)
8o

G(g0) - 1 - — 8 + 0(g0"
12) (6.19)

1 8o

In Fig. 6 I show th« Monte Carlo results for the functions F

and G of eqs. (6.13) and (6.14). Note that the function G always

appears to lie above F and that both functions are monotonic

increasing in gQ . Thus we conclude from eq. (6.12) that the bare

charge is a monotonic function of the cutoff, decreasing to zero

as the cutoff is removed. In this figure I also show the weak

coupling limit of eq. (6.16) and the strong coupling limits in

eqs. (6.18) and (6J9).
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Asymptotic freedom predicts a logarithjic decrease of g with

cutoff when we approach the continuum theory. Using eq. (6.9),

we thus expect
1 li —i /? •*

F(gQ) - G((^ T - ±±j ln2) LU + 0(go
J)) (6.20)

2 O

In Fig. 7 I show the function F and G plotted again versus g

but with G shifted by the amount indicated in eq. (6.20). Mote the

excellent agreement; with the asymptotic freedom prediction. This is

rather astonishing in the light of neglected finite cutoff corrections.

The function F in eq. (6.15) should have a finite continuum

limit. Therefore we can use it to define a renormalized charge at

scale r. Thus absorbing the higher order terms in eq. (6.16), we

define

Optimistically assuming a is small enough in our function F, we calculate

g2(r»2a) - F(gQ(a))/P1 (6.22)

—2 —2

In Fig. 8 I plot g (2a) versus g . Ac large iaverse charge

these points approach a straight line, for which the unit slope is

a test of our neglect of finite cutoff corrections. The intercept

of this line measures the A para™»ter associated with this definition

of g

(6.23)

From the graph we obtain

A - 22 AQ (6.24)

This number is in principle calculable in perturbation theory.
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o.s-

Fig. 8 The inverse renormalized charge squared at r - 2a versus
che inverse bare charge squared.

PHASE TRANSITIONS AND VARIANTS ON THE WILSON ACTION

In Fig. 9 I show the results of some Monte Carlo experiments

with the gauge group SO(3). Figure 9a is a theraal cycle of this

model around 8. * 2.5. Note the apparent hysteresis effect. Figure
A

9b shows the results of 100 iteraft.cn runs at SA • 2.5 from ordered

and disordered initial states. Note the appearanca of two distinct

stable phases. The action per plaquette is normalized
S o - SA(1 - (7.1)

where U- is the product of Che S0(3) matrices around the plaquette

in question. The quantity P plotted in Fig. 9 is the expectation

value of Sa, Thus SO(3) lattice gauge theory has a .first order

phase tramltion..14 This is rather peculiar in that the continuum

SO(3) and SU(2) gauge theories are identical.

In Fig. 10 I shew the results of four Monte Carlo runs with the

gaage group SU(5) at g " " 1.67. The upper and lower runs are from

random and ordered starts, respectively. The intermediate runs are

from superheated and supercooled states. The appearance of two
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,4Fig. 9 a. A thermal cycle on the £0(3) model on a 5 lattice.
b. Evolution of the S0(3) model at 3A • 2.5 from ordered

and disordered initial states.

distinct asymptotic values for P is indicative of a first order

phase transision in this system as well. The critical coupling

is go~
2 - 1.6b + 0.03.

As these group" zzs non-Afaelian, these transitions are pre-

sumably not simple deconfindent. One possibility is that they

represent a dynamical symmetry breakdown into smaller gauge groups.

More mundanely, they might all be attifacts of the lattice action.

To see that a change in formulation can modify the phase structure

of a gauge theory, Bhanot and I have studied the SU(2) theory with

the more general action.

S - 6(1-1/2 Trtfe) + i3A(l-l/3 TrAUfl) (7.2)
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Here the first tern is the usual Wilson action and in the second the

trace Tr, is taken in the adjoint representation of SU(2). This model

has chree simple limits: (1) 3A » 0 is the usual SU(2) theory, (2)

3 * 0 is the S0(3) model, and (3) SA * » reduces to Z2 lattice gauge

theory at inverse temperature 6. Both limits (2) and (3) have non-

trivial phase structure.

Using Monte Carlo techniques, we have obtained the phase diagram

shown in Fig. 11. Both the Z2 and SO(3) transition are stable and

meet at a triple point located at

(S,3A) - (0.55 + 0.03, 2.34 + 0.03) (7.3)

A third first order line emerges from this point and ends at a critical

point at

(6,SA) - (1.57 + 0.05, 0.78 + 0.05) (7.4)

The conventional SU(2) theory exhibits a narrow but smooth peak

in its specific heat at 3 - 2.2. This is directly in line with a

naive extrapolation of the above first-order transition to the 3

axis. Thus this peak is a remnant of that transition and a shadow

of the nearby critical point.

The continuum SU(2) theory should be unique for all physical

observables. The connection between the bare field theoretical

coupling and the parameter (S,BA) is

go~
2 - 3 M + 28A/3 (7.5)

A continuum limit requires gQ ->• 0, however, this can be done along

many paths in the (3>SA) plane. Previously we concentrated on the

trajectory SA • 0, 3 + •. Along that line no singularities are

encountered and thus confinement, present in strong coupling, should

persist into the weak coupling domain. However, .in equally justified

path would be, for example, 3 » 3, •*• ». In thi-.- case we cross a first

order transition. Because one can continue around it in our larger

coupling constant space, the transition is not deconfining and is

simply an artifact of the lattice action.
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To test whether physical observables are indeed independent of

direction in the (6,SA) plane, we measured Wilson loops in the weak

coupling regime for several values of 6,. The loop by itself is not

an observable, for reasons discussed previously. As then, we con-

structed ratios of loops with the same perimeters and numbers of

corners. Thus we define

R(I,J,K,L) - W ( I t J ) H ( K' L ) (7.6)

Wishing to compare points which give similar physics, we searched

at each value of 6A for the values of S for which R(2,2,3,3) had

the values 0.37 and 0.93. This gave the points in the (S,i3,) plane

shown in Fig. 12. The dashed lines in this figure represent constant

bare charge from eq. (7.5). If physics is indeed similar at the

corresponding points, then all ratios R of eq. (7.6) should match.
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Fig. 12 Points of "constant physics". The solid points give
R(2 2,3,3) - 0.87 and the open circles give
R(2,2,3,3) - 0.93.
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In Fig. 13 I show several such ratios as functions of 8A and at the

R(2,2,3,3) » 0.87 points from above. The comparison is quite good

considering that finite cutoff corrections are ignored.

Note that in this comparison the bare charge is far from being
2

a constant. In Fig. 12 we see that g varied from less than unity

to nearly 4 while holding R(2,2,3,3) fixed at 0.87. Such variation

is permissible and perhaps even expected since the bare charge is

unobservable and should depend on the cutoff prescription. The

dependence can be characterized by a SA dependent renormalization

scale defined as in eq. (3.9). Using this relationship, I show

in Fig. 14 A as a function of B.. Note the consistency of the

R(2,2,3,3) • 0.93 and 0.87 results. Remarkably, the addition of

• 1.0

Fig. 13 Physical ratios along the R(2,2,3,3) * 0.87 contour.
Solid circles are from loops in the fundamental repre-
sentation, open circles from the adjoint.
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S, can change A by several orders of magnitude. This dependence

can in principle be checked with a perturbacive calculation.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

I hope to have conveyed to you thac lattice gauge theory is

both an exciting and a rapidly evolving technique for the particle

physicist. We are coining frighteningly close to calculating some

real numbers for the strong interactions. The main stumbling block

at this stage is the inclusion of light quarks. Courageous attempts

at such calculations are being made, however, at present these are

severely demanding on computer time and only practical on the nose

modsrt lattices. Technical breakthroughs are likely in this area.
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